
Medical Billing Company Teaches Medical Terminology for the Allied Health Professional at

Local Community College

Capture Billing will be teaching a medical terminology class the first semester of 2012 at local community college

Loudoun County, VA - Capture Billing & Consulting, Inc., a national medical billing company located in South

Riding, Virginia, will begin the first semester of 2012 teaching Medical Terminology for the Allied Health

Professional at Northern Virginia Community College (NVCC), Loudoun Campus in Sterling, Virginia.

NVCC's "Medical Terminology for the Allied Health

Professional" class will be taught by Katie Jennings. Allied

Health Professional; refers to individuals who work in a

variety fields within the medical community. Katie’s

experience as a medical biller and nurse has helped her

navigate in both the clinical and administrative aspects of

healthcare. Katie's knowledge and use of medical

terminology has been a great source of information in

designing the class.

"This in-depth class will assist students interested in the

medical billing field. Learning the fundamentals of

medical terminology via the introduction of anatomy will

help prepare students for the Certified Coding

Professional (CPC) exam", says Katie, “in addition to

preparing students for a career in the healthcare

industry”.

In this class students will learn medical prefixes, suffixes, root words, and commonly used medical terms by the

allied health professional. The class structure will allow students a chance to learn the proper pronunciation and

definitions of medical terminology and how physicians use them.

The five session class will help students prepare for the CPC certification exam and to succeed in the medical

billing and coding field. As medical billing standards change and become more complicated, qualified individuals

will be highly sought after.

To learn more about these and other medical billing course please visit:

5 Session Class: http://www.nvcc.edu/wdce/loudoun/courses/classinfo.asp?ID=HLTH+1567+

http://www.nvcc.edu/wdce/loudoun/courses/alphalist.asp

ABOUT CAPTURE BILLING

Capture Billing and Consulting, Inc., a leader in the outsourced medical billing services industry, offers one of the

most cost effective outsourcing solutions to healthcare professionals available. By eliminating the need of an in-

house medical billing staff, Capture Billing's staff of expert medical billers and certified professional coders help to

increase physician reimbursement by improving collection rates and ensuring proper ICD-9 and CPT coding.

Practicing physician and CEO, Dr. John D. Farrell, Jr., formed Capture Billing in 2004 as the answer to one of the

largest concerns physicians face today, how to receive proper insurance reimbursement for services they provided.



CONTACT INFORMATION

Capture Billing & Consulting Inc.

25055 Riding Plaza, Suite 160

South Riding, VA 20152

(703) 327-1800

Contact: Manny Oliverez

Website: http://www.CaptureBilling.com


